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Key 

question  

Learning objectives Content for learning  SMSC   

What do we do 
when life gets 
hard? [Wisdom] 

All Students will be able to: 
Make sense of belief:  
 
• Suggest meanings of biblical concepts 
and texts to do with wisdom, suffering, evil 
and the meaning of life, explaining their 
ideas with reasons and evidence  
 
Most Students will be able to: 
Understand the impact: 
 
• Give reasons and examples to explain 
the range of ways Christians respond to 
and are influenced by Bible texts about 
meaning in life, suffering and wisdom, and 
the key concepts studied 
 
Most Students will be able to: 
Make connections:  

• Explore examples of evils and types of suffering in the world. 
Consider some questions: Which evils and suffering are our own 
fault? Should God be blamed for evil? If there is a great, all-loving 
God, why is the world so terrible for so many? Does a wise life avoid 
evil or attack it? Can religion help to reduce evil or does it contribute 
to it?  
• Explore the ancient biblical book of Job to see how it responds to 
the existence of suffering and how someone should respond to it. 
What is the image of God that is conveyed in the text? How does it 
depict the relationship between Job and God? What is its message 
about evil and suffering? What comforts does the book offer the 
Jewish or Christian reader today?  
• Examine the ancient context of the story and decide how it can 
translate to today’s world. Consider what a 21st century version of the 
book of Job would look like.  
• Explore different ways Christians respond to the challenge of evil 
and suffering. Here are some examples:  

Spiritual:  
  
Considering how religions and 
other world-views perceive the 
value of human beings and their 
relationships with one another, 
with the natural world, and with 
God in relation to morality   
  
Encouraging pupils to take 
responsibility for the 
development of their own belief 
and developing their own 
spiritual ideas  
 
Consider how evil and suffering 
can lead to belief/disbelief in 
God. 
 
 



• Respond to the challenges of biblical 
ideas and teachings in the world today and 
in their own lives, offering reasons and 
justifications for their responses.  

• Apologetics: what arguments do Christians use to counter the 
charge that evil means God does not exist, and to persuade people 
that their God is all-loving, despite the presence of evil and suffering? 
• Action: instead of philosophical arguments, many Christians argue 
that the response to suffering should be love and action. Find out 
about ways in which local Christians respond to examples of suffering 
in their neighbourhood and further afield. 
• Debate some of these issues, drawing on learning about Job and 
Christian responses today, e.g. use debate statements such as 
‘Innocent suffering means that there cannot be a God’; ‘God is 
beyond understanding, so why God allows suffering is also beyond 
human understanding’; or ‘Instead of arguing about evil and 
suffering, Christians should just get on with overcoming it with love 
and care’.  
• Write responses to the unit question, ‘What do we do when life gets 
hard?’ Answer from a variety of different perspectives, including a 
Christian and an atheist response. Weigh up how satisfying, 
persuasive or feeble each response is, giving reasons and evidence. 
Can they articulate their own response to suffering? 
 

Moral:   
Developing agreed virtues 
including truth-telling, respect 
for persons, listening carefully to 
others etc.  
Exploring how society is 
influenced by beliefs, teachings, 
sacred texts and guidance from 
religious figures such as Jesus.  
  
Social:   
  
Articulating pupils’ own and 
others ideas on relevant social 
issues relating to belief in God.  
 
How does belief in destiny 
affect the way a Christian lives 
their life? 
  
Cultural:   
Showing interest in differences 
in relation to culture and 
religion. 
 
 
Promoting awareness of how 
interfaith co-operation can 
support the pursuit of the 
common good.  



Resources:                                                                                 
Dynamic learning                                                                     
Textbook: This is RE 1&2    
TES 
Own PPTs 

 Cross curricular links:  Ensure good SPAG 
practices.  

 Assessment:  2 Formal assessments for T4.  

 

  

  

  
 

  

  


